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ABSTRACT
The background research, start from problems business pressure on university organization. There is about objective and measures information need to made decision make how to conduct problem planning strategic organization, risk, internal control activity and government regulation about Badan layanan Umum (BLU). Accounting information System issue can be additional background this research. The motivation research is give motivation for government university organization to obtain benefit information system. The problem research consist of investigation documentation process AIS project planning, found target value accounting dimension and target value information technology dimension, and also investigation how contribution AIS for university organization. The literature study of this research consist about development value, accounting, management accounting and decision making also audit, information system, accounting information system (AIS), issue about criteria success factor (CSF) data quality AIS, top accounting technology issue, government regulation about BLU, template documentation, and SDLC methodology. The methodology research make use from readysetpro, there is provide documentation template involve for project proposal, project plan and quality plan as series activity planning AIS of this framework research. From discussion chapter we can explain conclusion about how documentation project AIS planning system, how identification value process, how explain about target value accounting and IT dimension and also explain how Accounting Information System Planning contribute for government university organization.
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